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ABSTRACT
This paper provides a method to describe and solve a combinatorics problem using systems of polynomial equations. These systems, however, are too large to be solved by hand. The goal of this paper is to give the reader two techniques to solve these systems. The first technique uses Buchberger’s Algorithm to find a Gröbner basis for the system. The second technique addresses and solves the problem if finding a Gröbner basis is computationally difficult.

1. INTRODUCTION
In 1970, Milton Bradley(c) created a game played on a hexagon-shaped grid called ‘Drive Ya Nuts.’ The game consists of seven hexagonal nuts, each having a unique arrangement of the numbers one through six on each side. The object of the game is to arrange the nuts on the grid in such a way that adjacent sides of the nuts have matching numbers. Up to rotation of the entire game board, there are possible 235,146,240 ways to place the nuts. Suppose that we were able to go through every combination and check if it were a solution every second, then it would take 7.46 years to find all solutions. In this paper we will determine how many of these combinations are solutions. Disregarding a brute force attempt to find all solutions, we begin by describing this game by a system of polynomial equations.

2. DESCRIBING THE GAME

2.1 Notation and Description
Each nut has a particular ordering of one through six. I will refer to the ordering of a specific nut by a 6-tuple, headed by any number with subsequent numbers listed clockwise. The first entry of the 6-tuple will correspond to number located on the north side of the nut, which we call position 0. The second entry will correspond to the number located on the east-north-east side of the nut, which we call position 1. Following entries will correspond to the next side moving clockwise up to position 5 corresponding to west-north-west.

If the zero entry of the 6-tuple is 1, then we shall call that the initial rotation state of the nut. For instance, in Figure 1, the second entry of $B_0$ is 2 and the fourth entry is 5. In a randomly assigned order, here are the definitions for each nut in the initial rotation state:

- $B_0 = (1, 6, 2, 4, 5, 3)$
- $B_1 = (1, 4, 6, 2, 3, 5)$
- $B_2 = (1, 6, 5, 3, 2, 4)$
- $B_3 = (1, 4, 3, 6, 5, 2)$
- $B_4 = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)$
- $B_5 = (1, 6, 4, 2, 5, 3)$
- $B_6 = (1, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2)$

If the zero entry of the 6-tuple is 1, then we shall call that the initial rotation state of the nut. For instance, in Figure 1, the second entry of $B_0$ is 2 and the fourth entry is 5. In a randomly assigned order, here are the definitions for each nut in the initial rotation state:

Each nut also has six distinct rotational states. A rotation of one rotates the nut sixty degrees clockwise. A rotation of two rotates the nut 120 degrees clockwise. Up to $n = 5$ rotations, a rotation of $n$ rotates the nut $60n$ degrees. For
example, \( B_0 \) rotated four times would look like Figure 2. The corresponding 6-tuple for \( B_0 \) rotated four times would be \((2, 4, 5, 3, 1, 6)\).

![Figure 3: Location of \( g_i \) on the grid](image)

To describe the location of a nut on the game board, each location \( g_i \) is given a value. Position of the nuts placed on the grid is denoted by a number 0 through 6. Nut position 0 is in the center of the grid. Nut position 1 is north on the grid. Nut position 2 is east north-east on the grid and similarly up to nut position 6 located north west-north on the grid.

We say that \( p_i = m \) signifies that \( B_i \) is rotated 60 degrees \( m \) times and \( g_j = n \) signifies that \( B_0 \) is placed on the grid at position \( j \). An instance of this is shown by if \( q_2 = 3 \) and \( p_3 = 1 \), then \( B_3 \) rotated once would be placed at position 4, corresponding to 3 in Figure 3. These variables will be used again in §3.

### 3. DESCRIBING THE NUTS

#### 3.1 The Rotation Equations

Our goal is to define a function \( F(g, p, x) \) that describes the possible states of the nuts in the game. In particular, \( F(g, p, x) \) gives the value at any \( B_g \) under any rotation \( p \) at position \( x \). In the following sections, we will be creating smaller functions and combining them to create the final \( F(g, p, x) \) function.

We create functions \( f_{i,j}(x) \), where \( i \) denotes nut \( B_i \) and \( j \) denotes the \( j^{th} \) rotation of \( B_i \). We start by describing \( f_{0,0}(x) \) that describes \( B_0 \) under the initial rotation; in other words, if we plug in a position \( x \in \{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5\} \), \( f_{0,0}(x) \) will satisfy the following conditions: \( f_{0,0}(0) = 1, f_{0,0}(1) = 6, f_{0,0}(2) = 2, f_{0,0}(3) = 4, f_{0,0}(4) = 5, \) and \( f_{0,0}(5) = 3 \).

Consider \( f_{0,0}(x) \) defined by

\[
f_{0,0}(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{5} c_i x(x-1) \cdots (x-i) \cdots (x-5)
\]

Since each term of \( f_{0,0}(x) \) is zero except \( c_i \cdot (x-i) \cdots (x-5) \), the value of \( f_{0,0}(x) \) can be controlled by the value of \( c_i \). From our initial conditions, our final function is \( f_{0,0}(x) = 0.15(\frac{1}{127}(x-1)(x-2)(x-3)(x-4)(x-5) + \frac{1}{2}x(x-2)(x-3)(x-4)(x-5) - \frac{1}{8}x(x-1)(x-2)(x-3)(x-4)(x-5)
\), expanded becomes \( f_{0,0}(x) = 1 + \frac{53}{127} x^3 + \frac{137}{127} x^4 - \frac{207}{8} x^5 - \frac{1147}{40} x^6 - \frac{1751}{60} \). Notice how Figure 4 satisfies our conditions.

![Figure 4: \( f_{0,0}(x) \) on \([0, 5]\)](image)

Now we must repeat the process for \( f_{0,1}(x) \) using the next clockwise rotation of nut \( B_0 \), which corresponds to \((3, 1, 6, 2, 4, 5)\). Since finding the \( c_i \) values can be long and tedious work, we streamline the method using matrices to find our expanded polynomials. Consider the function \( f_{0,1}(x) = a_0x^5 + a_1x^4 + a_2x^3 + a_3x^2 + a_4x + a_5 \). We want to find values of \( a_0, a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4, a_5 \) such that we obtain our desired function. However, this is just a system of 6 equations and 6 unknowns. \( f_{0,0}(0) \) gives us \( a_5 = 3 \), \( f_{0,1}(1) \) gives us \( a_0 + a_1 + a_2 + a_3 + a_4 + a_5 = 1 \), \( f_{0,1}(2) \) gives us \( 3a_0 + 16a_1 + 8a_2 + 4a_3 + 2a_4 + a_5 = 5 \), and so on. Setting up the corresponding matrix equation, we get:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
32 & 16 & 8 & 4 & 2 & 1 \\
243 & 81 & 27 & 9 & 3 & 1 \\
1024 & 256 & 64 & 16 & 4 & 1 \\
3125 & 625 & 125 & 25 & 5 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
a_0 \\
a_1 \\
a_2 \\
a_3 \\
a_4 \\
a_5 \\
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
3 \\
1 \\
6 \\
2 \\
4 \\
5 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

By multiplying on the left by the inverse of the coefficient matrix, we arrive at the solution:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
-1/127 & 1/127 & 1/127 & 1/127 & 0 \\
1/8 & -7/12 & 13/12 & -1 & 1/12 \\
17/24 & 24/24 & -59/12 & 49/12 & -41/12 \\
15/24 & -77/12 & 107/12 & -13/12 & 61/12 \\
-137/60 & 5 & -5 & 10/3 & -4/5 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
a_0 \\
a_1 \\
a_2 \\
a_3 \\
a_4 \\
a_5 \\
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
-153/127 \\
137/24 \\
-207/8 \\
1147/24 \\
-1751/60 \\
5 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Therefore \( f_{0,1}(x) = -153x^5 + 137x^4 - 207x^3 + 1147x^2 - 1751x + 5 \). Repeat this process to find all \( f_{i,j}(x) \) for \( i \in \{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5\}, j \in \{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5\} \).
Expanded, our polynomial equation for $a_i$ into one massive polynomial is $\sum_{i=0}^{\infty} [d_i f_{a_i}(x)]p(p-1) \cdots (p-i) \cdots (p-5)$ where $d_i$ is a constant. All that is left is to find corresponding $d_i$ values such that our function represents the entire nut.

If we let $p = 0$, then $h_0(0, x) = [d_0 f_{a_0}(x)](0-1)(0-2)(0-3)(0-4)(0-5)$. Because we do not want to change the value of $f_{a_0}(x)$ by a constant multiple, we must solve the equation $d_0(0-1)(0-2)(0-3)(0-4)(0-5) = 1$. In the case of $h_0(0, x)$, $d_0 = \frac{1}{120}$. In general, we do not want to change the value of any $f_{a_i}$, so we set $d_i(i-1) \cdots i \cdots (i-5) = 1$. Thus, $d_i = \frac{1}{i(i-1)(i-2)(i-3)} \cdots (i-5)$.

Expanded, our polynomial equation for $h_0$ is $h_0(p, x) = \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} d_i f_{a_i}(x) p(p-1) \cdots (p-i) \cdots (p-5)$.

In the case of $h_0(1,2) = 4$ because $B_4 = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)$, rotated twice becomes $(5, 6, 1, 2, 3, 4)$, and the value at the fifth position is 4. Another example is $h_0(4,0) = 5$, where $B_6 = (1, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2)$, rotated four times becomes $(5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 6)$, and the value at position zero is 5. Consider $h_0(p, x) = \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} [d_i f_{a_i}(x)]p(p-1) \cdots (p-i) \cdots (p-5)$.

Next, considering nut $g_2$, the equations $F(g_0, 0, 1) - F(g_2, p_2, 4) = 0$ and $F(g_1, 3, 2) - F(g_2, p_2, 5) = 0$ are added into the system. Geometrically, $g_0$ with initial rotation at position 1 shares common value with $g_2$ with rotation $p_2$ at position 4. Similarly, $g_1$ with rotation 3 at position 2 shares common value with $g_2$ with rotation $p_2$ at position 5. Sequentially adding all of the nuts, we arrive at twelve distinct equations describing adjacency.

### 3.3 The Final Equation

Our final task is to combine the $h_0, h_1, \ldots, h_6$ polynomials into one massive polynomial $F(g, p, x)$ that gives us the value on nut $B_6$ (defined in Section 2.1) at the $p^k$th rotation state at the $x^{th}$ position. Ideally, like the examples in §2.3, $F(4, 2, 5) = 4$ because the fifth position on $B_4$ rotated twice is 4 and $F(6, 4, 0) = 5$ because the zeroth position on $B_6$ rotated four times is 5. In a similar fashion to our previous methods, consider the polynomial

$$F(g, p, x) = \sum_{i=0}^{6} [b_i h_i(p, x)]g(g-1) \cdots (g-i) \cdots (g-6)$$

where $b_i$ is a constant. Again, we only need to choose the correct $b_i$ value to get the polynomial we desire. Using methodological considerations similar to finding the $d_i$ of the $h(p, x)$, we can easily find the values of the $b_i$. The final expanded $F(g, p, x)$ function is listed in the appendix; it has degree 16 and 245 monomials.

### 4. THE SOLUTION

#### 4.1 The Adjacency System

Now that we have described all of the nuts by one large polynomial, we are able to describe how adjacency acts in this system of polynomials. We can encode the fact that the value of adjacent nuts are equal by setting some of these $F(g, p, x)$ polynomials with different $g$, $p$, and $x$ values equal to each other.

First, in order to remove rotational redundancies from the game, we set the innermost nut, defined to be $g_0$, to always have initial rotation $(p_0 = 0)$ so we do not get similar solutions based on rotations of $g_0$. Since $g_1$ is directly north of $g_0$, we must set the rotation state of $g_1$ to $p_1 = 3$ so that the ones will be adjacent. Furthermore, since $p_1$ is always 3, we do not need to have $p_1$ in the final system of equations. The equation describing this is $F(g_0, 0, 0) - F(g_3, 3, 3) = 0$. Geometrically, this equation ensures that the north edge (position 0) of the nut at location $g_0$ with initial rotation and the south edge (position 3) of location $g_1$ with third rotation, and $F(g_0, 0, 0) - F(g_3, 3, 3) = 0$ ensures that the two edges have the same value. Of course this value will be 1.

Also, since each nut can be used only once, we must ensure that each $g_i$ is unique. The following equation will handle that: $(g_0 - g_1)(g_0 - g_2)(g_0 - g_3)(g_0 - g_4)(g_0 - g_5)(g_0 - g_6)(g_0 - g_7)(g_0 - g_8)$, hence forcing the solutions to these equations to be in our restricted integer domain.

$$F(g, p, x) = \sum_{i=0}^{6} [b_i h_i(p, x)]g(g-1) \cdots (g-i) \cdots (g-6)$$

The final expanded $F(g, p, x)$ function is listed in the appendix; it has degree 16 and 245 monomials.
4.3 Finding a Solution

We have 27 equations of degree 16 or less in 16 variables with rational coefficients and we want to find a solution to system. If we multiply an equation in the system by some \( K \in \mathbb{R}[g_0, g_1, g_2, g_3, g_4, g_5, p_2, p_3, p_4, p_5, a, b, c, d] \) or add any two of the equations in the system together, the solution will remain unchanged. Thus it is natural to consider the ideal generated by the adjacency equations, domain equations, and uniqueness equations. We will call the ideal generated by our system \(< I >\).

The variety of \(< I >\), \(V(< I >)\), corresponds to \(\{(g_0, g_1, g_2, g_3, g_4, g_5, p_2, p_3, p_4, p_5, a, b, c, d) \in \mathbb{R}^6 : r_i(g_0, g_1, g_2, g_3, g_4, g_5, p_2, p_3, p_4, p_5, a, b, c, d) = 0 \forall r_i \in I\}\). In other words, this is solution set of our system of equations. But \(< I >\) is too complicated to analyze and find all the zeros, so we would like to find another generating set of equations \( G_C \subset \mathbb{R}[g_0, g_1, g_2, g_3, g_4, g_5, p_2, p_3, p_4, p_5, a, b, c, d] \) that generates \(< I >\). Proposition 4 on page 32 of [2] guarantees that if \(< I > < C G >\), then \(V(< I >) = V(< G >)\). The converse of the statement is not true because \(V(< x >) = V(< x^2 >)\) which is just \(x = 0\), but \(< x > \neq < x^2 >\).

A Gröbner basis is ideal for this situation because Gröbner bases are a nice generating set of an ideal. Most of the time we can read off or easily determine the variety from Gröbner basis. For example, find all points in \(V(K)\) where \(K = \langle x^2 + y^2 + z^2 - 1, x^2 + y^2 - z, x - z > \subseteq \mathbb{C}(x, y, z)\). The solution is not obvious, but if we take the Gröbner basis of \(K\) with respect to lexicographic monomial order, we get \(x = z, -y + 2x^2, z^2 + \frac{1}{2} x^2 - \frac{1}{2}\). One of the polynomials of the Gröbner basis is solely in \(z\), and solving for \(z\) we get \(z = \pm \sqrt{\frac{1}{2} \pm \sqrt{5}} - 1\). This gives us four values for \(z\), and by substitution, we can obtain the rest of the points in \(V(K)\). For more background on Gröbner bases, consult the text [2].

There exists an algorithm for converting a basis into a Gröbner basis for an ideal. By means of a computer algebra system, we attempted to calculate the Gröbner basis, \(G\), of \(< I >\). Due to the lack of high-powered computing, we were unable to do so. We can, however, compute \(V(< I >)\) and we will do so in section 4.4. Using \(V(< I >)\), we can easily find a Gröbner basis for the ideal generated by \(V(< I >)\). Finally, we will give the relationship of this ideal to our original one.

4.4 Calculating V(<I>)

The following theorem gives all solutions to ‘Drive Ya Nuts.’

**Theorem 4.1.** The solutions to ‘Drive Ya Nuts’ are \(V(< I >) = \{(g_0 = 0, g_1 = 1), (g_0 = 2, g_2 = 2, p_3 = 3), (g_0 = 3, g_1 = 3, p_3 = 6), (a = \frac{1}{120}, b = \frac{1}{120}, c = \frac{1}{24}, d = \frac{1}{12}\}\).\n
**Proof.** We will be using Mathematica’s \texttt{Reduce} function to ‘build-up’ a solution from partial solutions. The way that \texttt{Reduce} works is that \texttt{Reduce[expr, vars]} reduces the statement \texttt{expr} by solving equations or inequalities for \texttt{vars} and eliminating quantifiers. Starting with \texttt{Reduce[\{g_00(g_0=0-1), g_0-2), g_0-3), g_0-4), g_0-5), g_0-6 = 0, g_1(g_1-1), g_1-2), g_1-3, g_1-4, g_1-5, g_1-6 = 0, g_2(g_2-1), g_2-2), g_2-3, g_2-4, g_2-5 = 0, p_2(p_2-1), p_2-2), p_2-3, p_2-4, p_2-5 = 0, g_0 \neq g_1, g_0 \neq g_2, g_1 \neq g_2, F(g_0_0_0_0_0_0) - F(g_1, 3, 3) = 0, F(g_0, 0_1_0), F(g_2, p_2_4), F(g_1, 3, 2) - F(g_2, p_2_5) = 0, g_0_0, g_1, g_2, p_2_1, \texttt{Reduce} will give us a partial solution set of the first three nuts, which is \{(g_0==0 & & g_1==1), g_2==2 & & p_2==3) || (g_0==0 & & g_1==1 & & g_2==3 & & p_2==1) || (g_0==0 & & g_1==1 & & g_2==6 & & p_2==3) || (g_0==0 & & g_1==2 & & g_2==5) & & p_2==3) || (g_0==0 & & g_1==3 & & g_2==1 & & p_2==2) || (g_0==0 & & g_1==6 & & g_2==1) & & p_2==2) || (g_0==0 & & g_1==0 & & g_2==6 & & p_2==1) || (g_0==0 & & g_1==3 & & g_2==5 & & p_2==2) || (g_0==6 & & g_1==3 & & g_2==0 & & p_2==3) || (g_0==6 & & g_1==3 & & g_2==1 & & p_2==2)\}. We will proceed to use \texttt{Reduce} again including the partial solution set, \(g_3\) and \(p_3\) domain restrictions, \(F(g_3, p_3, 5) - F(g_0, 0_2), F(g_3, p_3, 0) - F(g_2, p_2, 3)\), and the nut inequalities. By repeating this process, \texttt{Reduce} will narrow the possible solutions until all combinations have been exhausted, leaving only a set of full solutions. The final set of solutions is \(g_0==0 & & g_1==1 & & g_2==2 & & p_2==3 & & g_3==3 & & p_3==0 & & g_4==4 & & p_4==3 & & g_5==5 & & p_5==3 & & g_6==6 & & p_6==4\). However, this method models a ‘brute force’ attempt to find all solutions. \texttt{Reduce} starts with the three nuts and calculates a set of partial solutions. Then the next iteration of \texttt{Reduce} takes another nut and calculates from next set of partial solutions using the partial solutions from the previous iteration. \texttt{Reduce} basically narrows down the initial 235,146,240 ways to place the nuts to 40 partial solutions, then to 37 partial solutions, then to 23, then 4, and finally one entire solution to the puzzle.

![Figure 6: The only solution to Drive Ya Nuts](image)

Now we define the ideal of the functions that vanish on our variety. Clearly, \(I(V(< I >)) = < g_0, g_1 = 1, g_2 = 2, g_3 = 3, g_4 = 4, g_5 = 5, g_6 = 6, p_2 = 3, p_3, p_4 = 3, p_5 = 3, p_6 = 4, a - \frac{1}{120}, b + \frac{1}{120}, c + \frac{1}{24}, d + \frac{1}{12} >\), contains \(I\). The basis here is a Gröbner basis.

**Theorem 4.2.** \(\{(g_0, g_1 = 1, g_2 = 2, g_3 = 3, g_4 = 4, g_5 = 5, g_6 = 6, p_2 = 3, p_3, p_4 = 3, p_5 = 3, p_6 = 4, a - \frac{1}{120}, b + \frac{1}{120}, c + \frac{1}{24}, d + \frac{1}{12}\}\) is a Gröbner basis for \(I(V(I))\).
Proof. Using a computer algebra system, the Gröbner basis of \(I(V(I))\) is \(<1 + 12d, 1 + 24c, 1 + 120b, -1 + 720a, -4 + p_0, -3 + p_5, -3 + p_4, p_3, -3 + p_2, -6 + g_6, -5 + g_7, -4 + g_4, -3 + g_3, -2 + g_2, -1 + g_1, g_0>\).

Our goal was to find a Gröbner basis for \(I\), but at best we have found a Gröbner basis that contains \(I\) and has the same variety.

**Theorem 4.3.** \(<I> \subset <1 + 12d, 1 + 24c, 1 + 120b, -1 + 720a, -4 + p_0, -3 + p_5, -3 + p_4, p_3, -3 + p_2, -6 + g_6, -5 + g_7, -4 + g_4, -3 + g_3, -2 + g_2, -1 + g_1, g_0>\>

Proof. The proof follows directly from Lemma 7 on page 34 of [2].

We hope in the future to be able to show that the above is an equality and show that \(<1 + 12d, 1 + 24c, 1 + 120b, -1 + 720a, -4 + p_0, -3 + p_5, -3 + p_4, p_3, -3 + p_2, -6 + g_6, -5 + g_7, -4 + g_4, -3 + g_3, -2 + g_2, -1 + g_1, g_0>\> is a Gröbner basis for our ideal.

5. SOLVING CIPRA’S PROBLEM

One interesting application to this technique of describing a combinatorics problem as a system of polynomial equations is Barry Cipra’s Puzzle featured in [1]. There are sixteen distinct squares to be arranged on a four by four grid. Each square contains a distinct combination of a horizontal line through the center, a vertical line through the center, an up-right diagonal through the center, and a down-right diagonal through the center. Each of these squares is to be placed on the grid, rotations not allowed, such that all horizontal, diagonal, and vertical lines are unbroken.

Solution redundancy is difficult to avoid in this puzzle because some of the squares are 90 degree and 180 degree rotations of other squares. Since some squares have four distinct rotations, other squares have two distinct rotations, and three squares do not have distinct rotations, then for simplicity, we will avoid the usage of rotations in this problem.

The polynomial for each square would be

\[
h_j(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{3} c_i x \ldots (x-i) \ldots (x-3)
\]

where \(j\) is your self-defined square \(s_j\) and \(c_i\) controls the value of \(h_j(x)\) at your defined position \(x\): 1 (if a line is there) or 0 (if no line is there). For instance, in Figure 7, \(h_3(0) = 1, h_3(1) = 1, h_3(2) = 0,\) and \(h_3(3) = 0.\) Thus \(h_3(x) = \frac{1}{6}(x-1)(x-2)(x-3) + \frac{1}{2}(x-2)(x-3) + 0x(x-1)(x-3) + 0x(x-1)(x-2) = \frac{1}{2}x^3 - \frac{3}{2}x^2 + \frac{7}{6}x + 1.\)

Adjacency works similarly in Cipra’s Puzzle. Say that we have created a function \(F(p, x)\), where \(p_n = n\) is our pre-defined square \(s_n\) placed at location \(i\) on the grid and \(x\) is a boolean value of 1 (if a line is at position \(x\)) or 0 (if no line is at position \(x\)) for \(x \in \{0, 1, 2, 3\}\). There are 42 adjacency equations in Cipra’s Puzzle; here are the first three equations for \(p_0, p_1, p_4, p_5: F(p_0, 3) - F(p_1, 3) = 0, F(p_0, 1) - F(p_4, 1) = 0,\) and \(F(p_0, 0) - F(p_5, 0) = 0.\) The equation \(F(p_0, 3) - F(p_1, 3) = 0\) corresponds to \(p_0\) and \(p_1\) sharing a horizontal line, \(F(p_0, 1) - F(p_4, 1) = 0\) corresponds to \(p_0\) and \(p_1\) sharing a vertical line, and \(F(p_0, 0) - F(p_5, 0) = 0\) corresponds to \(p_0\) and \(p_1\) sharing a diagonal down-right line.

![Figure 7: A square in Cipra’s Puzzle](image)

![Figure 8: Locations of the \(p_i\)](image)

We need to restrict the domain of the \(p_i\) to \(\{0, 1, \ldots, 15\}\), so we need equations like \(p_0(0) - (p_0 - 1)\ldots (p_0 - 14)(p_0 - 15), p_1(p_1 - 1)\ldots (p_1 - 14)(p_1 - 15), \ldots (p_15 - 14)(p_15 - 15)\) to ensure the \(p_i\) have integer values from 0 to 15. The squares cannot be used more than once in this puzzle, so there needs to be equations that ensure that for each \(p_i, p_j, p_i - p_j \neq 0\) for all \(i \neq j\).

Finally, we create an ideal \(I\) generated by the adjacency equations, the domain restrictions, and the uniqueness equations and attempt to create a Gröbner basis of \(I\). Cipra’s Puzzle has 3 non-redundant solutions. Our system will give these three solutions with different rotations, flipping the puzzle, and moving rows and columns as distinct solutions.

6. CONCLUSION

Many combinatorics puzzles can be described as a system of polynomial equations using this method. Solving them, on the other hand, proves a problem since these systems are often large, complex, and of multiple variables. We can solve
these systems using ideals, varieties, and Gr"obner bases, but that is dependent on the power of computing available to calculate the Gr"obner bases. Lacking high-powered computing, we still are able to calculate a solution using Mathematica’s Reduce function iteratively.
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APPENDIX

\[
F(g, p, x) = \begin{array}{c}
1 - \frac{100,376,959}{p} + \frac{15,553,379}{g} - \frac{10,847,699}{x} + \frac{10,755,699}{g}\times p \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 9: All of the squares in Cipra’s Puzzle